
800 Number &  
Email Consultation:

Call SPARK at 800 SPARK PE or write us at spark@sparkpe.org any time you have 
a question or concern -- or even a great idea to share. It's our nickel, our staff, our 
time, to be there for YOU, now and forever!

SPARK Website: Visit sparkpe.org for FREE resources. Check out the SPARK Grant-Finder Tool for 
funding opportunities, Standards & Assessments for SPARK alignment to National 
and State Physical Education Standards, and Advocacy Tools to support evidence-
based physical education, activity, and health. 

Webinars: SPARK hosts FREE webinars twice a month! Whether you are a seasoned SPARK Star, 
just learning about the program, or have an interest in the month’s timely topics, this 
webinar series is for you. Go to sparkpe.org to register for upcoming webinars, and 
view recorded webinars for FREE on SPARKecademy.org. 

eNewsletter: If you added your e-mail to our sign-in sheet (hurry, it's not too late!) you'll receive 
our monthly eNewsletter full of grant opportunities, teaching tips, equipment 
suggestions and promotions, links to free resources. Or, just go to sparkpe.org today 
and sign up there.

SPARK Blog: Yes, SPARK is blogging! Go to sparkpe.org/blog to access articles on a variety of 
topics in physical education, activity, health, and nutrition. 

SPARK Institutes: If you liked what you learned today and want to take your experience a step further, 
consider attending a SPARK Institute. These 2 day in-depth workshops are terrific 
professional growth opportunities and really, REALLY fun. Plus, when you complete 
2 days of training you will be eligible for a graduate unit of credit through San Diego 
State University. Go to sparkpe.org and click on Institutes to learn more.

SPARKfamily.org 
Website:

Each SPARK curriculum set includes 3-year access to SPARKfamily.org,  a special 
password-protected website where you can access a library of effective digital tools 
to support your SPARK program. SPARKfamily members can access the complete 
digital curriculum, view instructional videos of SPARK activities and dances, use 
interactive alignment and assessment tools, access hundreds of skill and task cards, 
and much more! Activate your membership with your access code (emailed to you 
from spark@sparkpe.org) at SPARKfamily.org.

SPARK Plugs: Remember to think of SPARK when you need additional instructional materials 
(we offer K-12 Physical Education, Classroom Activity & Recess, After School, 
Early Childhood, Nutrition, and Health), professional development, or equipment. 
We provide SPARK aligned equipment lists, and can help you with any of your 
equipment or supply needs. Contact your Sportime featuring SPARK representative 
for help with pricing, or order online at Sportime.com.

Thank you for joining us for our SPARK workshop. Together, we’ll make it a great day 
-- active, fun, and relevant to the needs of YOUR students. It’s about the journey, not the 
destination, and we want you to know how we plan to support YOU every step of the way.

SPARK
Conference 

Session
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OVERHAND THROWING
The object is to make throws with speed and accuracy to targets of progressive distances.

Ready:
• 6-12 tossables per student (various sizes, shapes, densities, etc.). Use items that can’t roll away (e.g., 

beanbags, spider balls, success balls, sock balls, paper balls, etc.)
• 1 bucket, basket, or similar to hold tossables per student
• Hoops and spot markers (as place markers)
• Various targets to throw at (e.g., wall, wall with horizontal lines where 

the highest line is the bull’s eye, wall with multiple targets taped or 
painted at different heights, gym mats on their side creating a wall 
to throw over or forming a circle to throw into, and/or a net with 
students on either side to increase height and distance, targets with 
sound, etc.)

• Visuals (photos, demos, or videos) of the catch
• Stopwatch or interval music for start/stop signals

Set
• Create large (30X30 paces) activity area. Scatter hoops and spots inside area for targets.
• Distribute beanbags (6-12 in baskets) to students
• Scatter students along a sideline, facing activity area and hoop/spot targets

GO!
1. OBJECTIVE

• The object is to throw an object towards a target using an overhand throw. You do that by 
standing with your non-throwing side to the target. Bring your throwing arm back and the ball 
near your ear. As you bring the ball forward, lead with your elbow, step with your opposite foot 
toward the target and follow through your throwing hand toward your opposite knee. 

2. CHALLENGES
• How many times can you throw and hit the target you are aiming for?
• Can you and a friend throw at and hit the same target?
• What is the farthest target you can aim for and still hit?

3. GENERAL INCLUSIVE STRATEGIES:
• Throwing toward a target is easier than to a partner. However, if throwing with peers or aides 

who can catch and throw back, that works well too
• Use tossables that don’t roll, but stop where they are thrown
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OVERHAND THROWING

4. SPECIFIC CHALLENGES and INCLUSIVE STRATEGIES
 � Diffi culty focusing on task or staying in assigned area

 � Use place markers on the sideline for students to have as “home base” (spot markers, an “X” 
from tape or chalk, a hoop, etc.)

 � Use a stopwatch or interval music to count down and signal when practice begins and ends
 � Use challenges such as: “How many X can you make before the signal?” or “How quickly can 
you make X# in the target?” 

 � Use a counting board with numbers. After every toss, a number comes down from the board 
or gets put up. Numbers have Velcro on the back

 � Use clear, concise instructions
 � Be sure start and stop signals are clear as far as when to throw and when to retrieve. Possible 
cue words: “step, point, throw”, “throw hard”, “throw at the wall”, “throw…retrieve”

 � Keep students engaged. Expect them to retrieve their own tossables
 � Use peer buddies to help count, keep them focused, retrieve, etc

 � Lack of technique
 � Instruct them to step over the line with opposite foot on throw. Use footprints to show where 
to place feet. Tie a twist-tie or string on the opposite shoe to cue student as to which foot to 
use when stepping with opposition

 � Have students point at the target with non-throwing hand to stand side to target
 � Allow 2-handed toss, sideways throw or backward toss as needed due to limitations
 � Provide heavier beanbag/ball for better proprioceptive feedback, but be sure it is appropriate 
for their size and strength

 � If no left or right hand preference, ask the classroom teacher which hand they use for writing
 � Use a picture, photo, peer demo, or video to help them visualize the skill 

 �Not releasing the ball
 � Place a barrier in front of the student to prevent from walking the ball to the target
 � Place target just far enough that student cannot place the ball in
 � Place target low so a simple toss can be successful
 � Count: 1, 2, 3, throw
 � Use a demonstration
 � Change to a smaller ball or a larger ball (2-hands needed)
 � Use a ramp and release the ball at the top of the ramp

 � Diffi culty aiming at targets
 � Position student near a wall or at the end of the line to help “corral” throws
 � Make the target fun, give the throw a purpose such as hitting pie-plates (noise), throw over 
the wall of mats (ball disappears), throw a small ball into the basketball goal (fun), count the 
correct throws (incentive)

 � Provide targets at a short distance
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 � Limited vision
 � Use targets with sound such as a beeper or music, or use a partner who makes noise at the 
target. Hang them from a hook or basketball hoop

 � Use larger and closer targets
 � Ask permission to move their arm through the motion
 � Keep music off during instructions and demonstrations so they can clearly hear important 
instructions / cues

 � Tape rope on the fl oor to mark personal space perpendicular to the target so students know 
the direction to throw

 � Walk student to the target to help them understand the distance to the target
 � Allow student to touch the target to learn about it
 � Use peer buddies to provide feedback such as “higher”, “to the left”, etc

 � Limited mobility
 � Provide trunk stabilization such as sitting down, lap belt, or walker to hold onto to counter 
the force of the overhand throw

 � Adjust distance of target
 � Take armrest off wheelchair to allow for more room to throw
 � Use a peer buddy to help retrieve items

 � Limited grasp
 � Use balls that are small enough
 � Use balls that can be slightly squeezed
 � Use a catapult to release the ball
 � Use a scoop and ball

POST LESSON NOTES:

OVERHAND THROWING continued
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BUCKET BRIGADE

Prep
• 1 tossable per student
• 2 hoops per 5 students

Set
• Create a line for each group of 5 by placing 

2 hoops on opposite sidelines and filling 1 
of the hoops with 5 tossables.

• Create groups of 5, standing in a file line at 
the hoop with the tossables, with the back 
end of the line toward the other hoop.

Teach
1. In Centipede Bucket Brigade your group will move the tossables from one hoop to 

the other using a variety of methods. 
2. The group passes each item down your line in centipede fashion; the 1st in line grabs 

the object and hands it overhead to 2nd in line, then 1st runs to the end of the line to 
become the last. The 2nd in line grabs it and hands it between legs to the 3rd in line, 
then runs to the end of the line. The 3rd in line hands it overhead, then runs, and so 
on. After passing, you always move to the other end of your line to receive it again. 

3. Continue in centipede fashion until the tossable reaches the opposite sideline. Drop it 
in, then the whole group runs back to the 1st hoop.

4. Repeat until all objects have been moved.
5. When finished, move around the perimeter moving 1 beanbag using Pass The Hat 

procedure. First person in line tosses beanbag up, 2nd in line catches then tosses up 
again. Continue until beanbag gets to last person in line. Run it, on the outside, to 
the front of the line. Continue until the signal.

6. Think About…
• How did your group get the most out of this activity? 
• How could you make it more aerobic? 

20 Paces

20
 P

ac
es

= 5 Tossables
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National PE Standards
Movement/Skills: 
Spatial awareness, manipulation of 
tossables

Fitness: 
Aerobic capacity

Personal/Social: 
Cooperation, accepting challenges

Your State (Write in here)

EXTENSIONS
 Pedometers

 (Need 1 pedometer per group.) How 
many steps did your pedometer 
wearer take?

 Heart Rate Monitors
 (Need 1 heart rate monitor per group.) 

How many minutes was your group in 
Heart Rate Zone 3?

• Bring hoops closer together for 
groups falling behind.

• Throw in fun tossables like veggie 
beanbags, rubber chickens, etc.

• Encourage groups to work 
together.

NOTES

CENTIPEDE
BUCKET BRIGADE

8
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Ready
•	 4 cones (for boundaries)

•	 3 7" foamballs per 8-10 students 

Set
•	 Create large (30X30 paces) activity area.

•	 Create groups of 8-10 students.

•	 Have each group form a circle, with members’ 
legs wide and sides of feet touching their 
neighbors’.

GO!
1. The object of Straddleball is to score a goal. You do that by striking the ball through 

the legs of anyone in your circle.

2. Everyone has created their own “goal” by straddling wide. Look around, and make 
sure everyone’s goal is the same size! 

3. Bend your knees and get low.

4. Send the ball through anyone’s goal by striking it with an open palm and stiff wrist. 
Keep the ball low and on the floor/ground. 

5. You may use your hands to protect your goal. 

6. If the ball goes outside of the circle, the person who touched it last runs after it. 

7. If you are scored on, go retrieve the ball, toss it back in, then rejoin the group as 
quickly as you can.

8. Double Trouble
•	We’ll play again, this time with 2 balls at once!

9. Triple Threat
•	Which group is ready to try 3 balls at 1 time?

10. Wrap It Up
•	How can we demonstrate respect for others during physical activity? 

•	 Straddleball is a fun game to play at recess and lunch. Who will try and organize a 
Straddleball game later today (or tomorrow)?



PAULA’S POINTERS
•	 Straddleball is a fun recess/lunch 

game. Ensure playground monitors 
use only very soft, safe foamballs 
to play it. 

•	 While using smaller groups for 
Straddleball seems like a good 
idea, it’s hard to play with too few 
students in the circle. They’re too 
close to one another to get a good 
rally going. 

•	 Larger foamballs (e.g., 7") are 
easier to strike (larger surface and 
slower play) than smaller ones 
(3"). Use equipment strategically to 
build skills and provide challenge.

Take your Straddleball skills 
home with you and practice 
against a wall. Does Straddleball 
remind anyone of a popular 
sport? I think it’s a lot like 
hockey. You try and score a goal, 
but in hockey, you strike the 
ball with a stick in your hand. 
You can play ice hockey where 
you skate to move, or field 
hockey where you run to move. 
Both games are really fun. Has 
anyone ever played hockey?

National PE Standards
Movement/Skills: 
Spatial and body awareness, 
striking
Fitness: 
Participates in enjoyable, 
challenging activities, muscular 
endurance
Personal/Social: 
Participates, appreciates, enjoys 
movement, cooperates in a 
group setting

Your State (Write in here)
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straddleball

  Play in Levels
 Now that you know how to play Straddleball, those 

of you that would like to play a “nice and easy” game, 
meet over here (point). Those that want to play a 
“little faster” game, gather here (point). Those that 
want to play “super fast” Straddleball, move to this 
area (point). 

 (Organize students so there are at least 8 in a group; 
combine groups if necessary. Distribute equipment 
so “level 1” is playing with 1 ball, “level 2” with 2 or 
more, “level 3” with 3 or more balls.)

 (Note: You may vary the size of the ball in level 3, but 
only play straddleball with very soft foamballs.)

  Flip It
 This time, turn around so you face out from the circle, 

and strike the ball while looking back between your 
legs!

  Super Straddleball
 Let’s make a giant circle and play 1 huge game of 

Straddleball with 3 (or more) different balls at once! 
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Look for over 300 NEW items  
in the 2018 Sportime catalog.  
Shop sports, fitness, adapted PE,  

active classrooms,  
AND MORE! 

            Get FREE Shipping and Save an additional 10%  
            on your next order of PE supplies from Sportime.

This savings is in addition to your district’s  
contracted catalog discount! 

USE PROMO CODE  
081PESHOW10

The promo code 081PESHOW10 must be noted on your order to receive this special offer. 
Offer valid for Physical Education products only. Free shipping on items shipping parcel.  
All promotions are subject to change at any time without written notice and may be 
subject to qualifications and restrictions as determined by School Specialty/ Sportime.  
Excludes Classroom Direct, EC Direct, and sale priced catalogs.

Offer ends: 
December 31, 2018

Sportime.com  |  800-772-7573  |  info@sportime.com  |   SportimeSPARK  |    Sportime_SPARK
297581  11.17

OR shop online at Sportime.com

Visit the                              booth
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